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Is it still alive?

Posted by zeljko_t - 2011/11/03 04:01
_____________________________________

Hello,
I am looking for application virtualization product, which would allow me to run different versions of
application server on the same machine (not necessarily at the same time) without conflicts.
Does this product allows that?
Is it still alive?
Best regards,
v
Zeljko
============================================================================

Re: Is it still alive?

Posted by huisinro - 2011/11/03 11:42
_____________________________________

Just sent you a trial version, you can give it a play. It's 32-bit only.
We also released a very secure sandbox with VMLite 4.2 beta, basically, you can virtualize current
running os, and run multiple instances of apps inside the vm. The performance is worse compared to
application virtualization, but it's best separated from host. This new feature is called VMLite vm, you can
create it from menu Machine > New VMLite...
============================================================================

Re: Is it still alive?

Posted by IceStar - 2011/11/11 04:58
_____________________________________

Hello,
Is it possible to have a copy as well?
I remember when this thing was initially anounced I got an e-mail saying that I'd get a copy when it came
out for testing, but have gotten nothing as of yet.
A copy would be nice for testing
Regards,
============================================================================
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Re: Is it still alive?

Posted by huisinro - 2011/11/11 09:51
_____________________________________

there isn't significant change in last few months.
By the way, we also provide a secure sandbox from vmlite workstation v4, beta is available, that you can
virtualize current running os, and sandbox all apps. It's slower, but still in very good performance. This is
very secure, works on 32- and 64- bit systems.
New VMLite... from menu Machine to create one.
============================================================================

Re:Is it still alive?

Posted by Andrie - 2013/01/08 04:03
_____________________________________

May I get A copy my email is: A.P.V.Retsrov@gmail.com
- Thanks B)
============================================================================

Re:Is it still alive?

Posted by Andrie - 2013/02/14 04:30
_____________________________________

Why don't you give out any more copies, I believe its better than sandboxie.
You don't need to relies new versions, just allow users to download the old version.
Thanks Andrie
============================================================================
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